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Ansrucr
Trace element distributions in topaz [AlrSiOo(F,OH)r] single crystals display both sectoral and intrasectoral zoning of trace elementsas a function of growth-surfacestructure.
Differential interferencecontrast microscopy showsthat the dominant { I l0} form exhibits
large, polygonized, spiral gowth hillocks with four vicinal faces,each comprising an array
of parallel growth steps. Cathodoluminescencemicroscopy and synchrotron X-ray fluorescencemicroanalysis show that during gowth trace elements (As, Fe, and Ti) were
differentially incorporated into vicinal faceshaving symmetrically nonequivalent step orientations, producing intrasectoral zoning in the bulk crystal. Subsectorsthat formed from
vicinal facesrelated by surfacesymmetry possessidentical compositions. In all cases,there
is precise correlation between surface microtopography and trace element distribution,
demonstrating a surface-structuralcontrol of trace element incorporation. Concentrations
of As in time-equivalent regions of different subsectorswithin the {ll0} growth sector
differ by as much as 9:1. Ti and Fe also differ significantly. Similar intrasectoral zoning
related to surface-growthstep orientation occurs on spiral growth hillocks on the {010},
{001}, and {l I l} forms as well.
Sectoralzoning is also presentin the majority of samplesexamined. Differencesin trace
element concentrations between time-equivalent regions of symmetrically nonequivalent
$owth sectorsare large, up to 100:I for As and between 23:-l and 7:5 for Fe, Ti, Ga, Ge,
and Nb.
Trace elements proxy for major elements in the structure but possessdifferencesthat
significantly affect their incorporation at the surface.Zoning patterns preservea record of
that effect.Arrays of growth stepsmigrating in nonequivalent directions on a given surface,
as well as growth surfacesof nonequivalent crystal forms, differ in their detailed structure
ofincorporation sites and can differentially incorporate trace elementsinto coeval regions
within a single crystal. Therefore, no single value of the distribution coefficient of a trace
element can be applied for all areas of the crystal surface during growth. This indicates
that the value ofthe distribution coefficient is path-dependentand thus not governed by
equilibrium. Moreover, nonequivalent growth step orientations exhibit differencesin such
kinetic properties as step spreading(growth) rate and degreeofcurvature.

Ixrnooucrrox
The use of trace elementsin many geochemicalinvestigations is predicated on the knowledge of their distribution behavior. Such work, however, has rarely considered the surface-structuraldependenceof trace element
incorporation. At thermodynamic equilibrium under given conditions of pressure,temperature, and bulk composition, the concentration of a trace element in a solid
relative to that in a coexisting fluid is a fixed value, traditionally defined as the distribution coefficient (D).
However, surface orientation and microtopography are
observedto influence the incorporation oftrace elements
into different areas of a crystal surface during gowth.
0003-o04x/94/ | | r2-r 167$02.00

This is demonstrated in many minerals by sectoral and
intrasectoralzoning, which are expressedas compositional diferences between time-equivalent growth regions of
a single crystal. These phenomenasuggestthat a surfacespecific factor causesvariation in the actual D. This surface-induced segregationis then inherited by the bulk
crystal as growth proceeds.
Sectoralzoning (e.g.,Nakamwa, 1973; Dowty, 1976)
is the simultaneousformation, by growth on nonequivalent crystal faces, of compositionally different regions
(sectors).Despite being a relatively well-known phenomenon, sectoral zoning still presents questions as to the
specific mechanism for differential incorporation. Only
recently recognized, intrasectoral zoning (e.g., Paquette
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[110]
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematicplan view of a polygonizedspiral-growth
hillock as observedon topaz(l l0). Vicinal facesA, B, B', and
C are labeledas suchthroughoutthis paper.(b) A surfaceimperfection,suchas an emergingscrewdislocation(solidcircle),
producesa perpetualstep forming a growth spiral. Preferential
orientationof growthstepsparallelto [lT0] and [001]resultsin
polygonization.Stepson B and B' are relatedby a mirror (m).

and Reeder, 1990; Reeder, l99la, l99lb) results from
the differential incorporation of trace elementsinto timeequivalent regionsofa singlegrowth sector.Both sectoral
and intrasectoral zoning have well-defined and systematic spatial arrangementswithin a singlecrystal and result
solely from growth processes(Reeder, I 99 I b). The results
ofstudies ofintrasectoral zoning in calcite (Paquetteand
Reeder, 1990; Staudt et al., 1994) suggestthat the key
factor for differential incorporation is the different coordination geometry of kink sites within growth stepshaving different orientations on a crystal surface.The incor-

poration of both major and trace elementsis believed to
occur at these kink sites. From this more detailed perspective,diferences in the three-dimensionalstructure of
surfacekink sites may explain both sectoraland intrasectoral zoning.
Intrasectoral zoning is best shown by surfacesexhibiting polygonized spiral-growth hillocks. Growth on a flat
(D form (Hartman and Perdok, 1955)often occursby the
spiral mechanism (Fig. l). The emergenceof a screwdislocation at the crystal surfaceallows for the existenceof
a perpetual step. Since growth occurs mostly at kink sites
along steps, a grofih spiral is formed, centered around
the dislocation. Steps migrate out from the dislocation
and form a low mound (a growth hillock). Steps may
becomealignedalong directions of repeatedstrongbonds.
In that case,the hillock becomes polygonized with distinct shallow planar flanks called vicinal faces.
Becauseeach vicinal face of a growth hillock consists
of an array of parallel, structurally similar growth steps,
the particular region of the crystal grown as that vicinal
face advancesis defined as a growth subsector.It may be
treated in the same way as face-specificgrowth sectors.
Step orientations on vicinal facesrelated by appropriate
surface symmetry operators must have identical structures and properties. Their corresponding subsectorsare
expected to have the same composition. Symmetrically
nonequivalent step orientations, however, differ in their
detailed structure and have the potential for differentially
incorporating trace elements. Ideally, all hillocks on all
equivalent faces of a given crystal must have exactly
equivalent morphology, vicinal face slopes,and trace element distribution patterns.
This work characterizestrace element incorporation in
topaz and correlates zoning patterns with differencesin
surfacemicrotopography. The pulpose of this study is to
test, apply, and extend our understanding ofdifferential
incorporation processesoriginally developed for calcite
grown in solution. Previously, intrasectoral zoning had
only been documented in calcite (Paquette and Reeder,
1990)and diamond (Frank et al., 1990).To our knowledge,topaz is the first silicate shown to possessinlrasectoral, as well as sectoral, zoning of trace elements (Northrup and Reeder, 1992). Several characteristics make
topaz especially well suited for the study of surface-dependent processes.It commonly grows by the spiral
mechanism on several forms; it is mechanically and
chemically resistant and preserves natural microtopography; and it has sufficiently complex crystal chemistry
to provide useful information about trace element incorporatron.
AND EXPERTMENTALMETHoDS
This study focuses on near F end-member topaz
(AlrSiO4Fr) crystalsfrom near Tepetates,San Luis Potosi, Mexico. They occur in lithophysae in rhyolite lava
flows and domesthat are 7-30 m.y. old. The depositsare
similar to those in the Thomas Mountains of Utah, in
which topaz is believed to have crystallized from a highSlupr,ns
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temperature, low-density vapor phase (Roedder and
Stalder, 1988).Trace elements(Ti, Fe, G4 Ge, As, and
Nb) detectedby X-ray fluorescence(describedbelow) are
presentin concentrationsbelow approximately 500 ppm.
Large polygonized spiral-growth hillocks occur on {l l0},
{001}, {010}, and { I I I }. Whereassectoraland intrasectoral zoning are both present in these topaz crystals, the
emphasishere is placed on intrasectoral zoning, particularly on the { I l0} form, which is dominant in thesecrystals and in most other F-rich topaz.
Cathodoluminescence(CL) microscopy was used for
the examination of qualitative differencesof certain trace
elementsas they act as CL activators or quenchers.The
intensity and sometimes color of luminescenceobserved
are functions of the concentrations,so that compositional
differencescan be easily mapped.Diferential interference
contrast (DIC) microscopy allows slight variations in
height and inclination (microtopography) of surfacesto
be seen as differencesin color. This technique was utilized for imaging the vicinal facesof growth hillocks, which
may have slopesof only 0.05-2.0' from the crystal face.
Vicinal face slopes were measured using the angular divergenceof reflected light by a high-resolution method
developed for this study.
Becauseof the low concentration of trace elements, synchrotron X-ray fluorescence microanalysis (SXRFMA),
rather than the electron microprobe, was used for compositional analysis. SXRFMA was conducted at beam line
X26A of the National Synchrotron Light Source at
Brookhaven National Laboratory. Minimum detection
limits for most trace elementswith atomic weightsgreater
than that of Si are 0.5-10 ppm using a - l0-pm beam.
Spatially resolved, relative differences in concentration
(e.g.,zoning) can be determined with high precision, approximately 0.80/o(relative) for point analyseswithin an
experimental session.For absolute concentrations,however, uncertaintiesmay exceedl0o/0.Concentrationsfrom
point analyses,line scans,and area scanswere derived
using procedures described by Criss (1977) and Lu et
al. (1989).
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Fig.2. (a) DIC photomicrographofa growthhillock on topaz
(ll0). The orientationis the sameas in Fig. 1. Four distinct
vicinalfaces(A, B, B', andC, asin Fig. l) areevident.Traverses
labeled40 and 43 showpositionsof SXRFMA line scans.(b)
(Technosynmodel 8200
CL photomicrograph
Corresponding
MK2 cold-cathodeLuminoscopeoperatingat 12 kY and 580
pA). Observedluminescence
colorsare as follows:A represents
blue,B and B' areboth the sameshadeof tan, and C is yellow.

The {110} form
DIC and CL microscopy and characteiuation by
SXRFMA of several { I l0} surfacesectionsshowed conA mirror perpendicular to {l l0} and to the c axis resistent patterns among all crystals examined. The (l l0)
growth
lates
stepsadvancingtoward *c and -c, making the steps
four-sided
a
MX-2
contains
surface of sample
hillock 1.8 x 2 mm and 7 pm high at its apex (Fig. 2a). on vicinal faces B' and B structurally equivalent. There
Vicinal facesB and B' comprise growth stepsaligned par- is no such relationship between vicinal faces A and C.
On the hillock shown in Figure 2, the slopesof the vicinal
allel to [T0] and oriented so as to advance toward -c
and +c, respectively. Vicinal faces A and C consist of facesrelative to the { I l0} plane are 0. lo for A, 0.2" for B
stepsparallel to [001], which advance in opposite direc- and B', and 0.4ofor C. Differences in growth charactertions. Individual growth steps,presumably of monolayer istics and lateral spreading rates between nonequivalent
height or a small multiple thereof, cannot be directly ob- step orientations are expressedin the asymmetry of the
served using DIC. However, macrosteps,assumedto be hillock and in the distinct curvature ofthe stepsonly seen
parallel to individual growth steps,are clearly visible in on vicinal face A.
CorrespondingCL photomicrographs(Figs. 2b and 3b)
Figure 2a and on the (l l0) surfaceof another crystal (Fig.
that, for each face, the luminescencepattern corshow
3a).
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Tlele 1. SXRFMA resultsof point analyseson a topaz (110)
surface section showing intrasectoralzoning
Subsector"
CL color
Ti (ppm)
Fe (ppm)
Ga (ppm)
Ge (ppm)
As (ppm)

blue
256(3)
172(2)
6(1)
24(1)
5.5(1)

tan
207(2)
208(2)
7(1)
23(1)
15(1)

tan
205(2)
206{21
7(1)
24(11
16(1)

yellow
153(2)
224(3)
8(1)
22(1)
40(1)

- Location of subsectors shown in Fig.2 (also
see text).

Fig.3. (a) DIC photomicrograph
of a growh hillockon (l t0)
of a secondtopazcrystal,in the sameorientationasFig. l. Macrostepsareapparentand showcomplexgrowtharoundan outcroppinginclusion.@)Corresponding
CL photomicrograph.
Note
the strict correspondence
of the CL patternto the complexmicrotopography
andto themirror symmetry.Observed
CL colors
arethe sameasin Fig. 2.

responds exactly to the vicinal faces of the hillock. Because CL is emitted from a finite thickness of material
(-5 pm), it reflects the near-surfacecomposition of that
subsector.Vicinal face A (and its corresponding subsector) luminesces deep blue. An acquired CL spectrum
showed a broad peak centeredat approximately 570 nm,
and no polarization of the emitted light was evident. This
peak is present in the spectra for all subsectors and
throughout the bulk crystal, indicating that it is likely an
intrinsic property of the topaz. Luminescenceof vicinal
face C is a strong yellow (a very broad peak centered near
600 nm) and polarized parallel to the c aiis. The B and
B' vicinal faces display a much weaker yellow luminescence similar to that in C. Combined with the intrinsic

blue, the weaker yellow appearsas a shadeoftan. Polishing the crystal surface and cutting cross sections confirmed that the zoning pattern on the surfaceof the hillock is preserved into the interior of the {ll0} growth
sector and crosscutsconcentric zones.
The hillock on sample MX-2 (Fig. 2) was prepared as
a surface section, I l0 pm thick and 2 x 3 mm across.
Each surface section for SXRFMA was sliced from the
crystal, polished from the back, and mounted on an ultrapure silica-glassslide, with the growh surfaceexposed.
The section consistsof a thin slice containing the crystal
face,and thereforeall analysesofit representtime-equivalent positions. Several point analyseswere collected in
the subsectorsbelow each vicinal face. The averagedresults are summarized in Table l. Line-scan analyses
(points l0 pm apart) were collected across the hillock,
from subsectorA into B' and from B into C (Fig. 4). As,
Fe, and Ti showed discontinuous changesin concentration exactly at vicinal face boundaries. Well-defined differencesof 2.5:l and 7:l are presentfor As concentrations. Fe and Ti distributions are somewhat obscuredby
the presenceof minute oxide inclusions but show relative
differencesofup to 20o/o.Tialso displays additional variations within the subsectors(discussedbelow). The observed trace elements do not all follow the same partitioning pattern. Whereas As and Fe are highest in
subsectorC and lowest in subsectorA, Ti is highest in A
and lowest in C. SubsectorsB and B' are intermediate in
all three elements. In contrast, Ga and Ge possessthe
same concentrations in all subsectors within analltical precision.
Area scans,two-dimensional arrays of point analyses,
were also conducted to map zoning patterns and the distribution of inclusions. Compositional contour maps of
the hillock clearly delineated the four subsectorsexactly
as described by CL and the line scans, confirming the
spatial distribution of trace elements in accord with the
different subsectors(e.g.,As, in Fig. 5). Ti again showed
irregular variations in concentration within subsectors,
but these variations were always smaller than the differencesbetween subsectors.Sharp spikesin the concentrations of Ca, Fe, Ti, Mn, and Nb record the existenceand
location ofinclusions in both line and area scans.
With only minor variations, the describedmicrotopography, CL pattern, and relative trace-elementconcentrations were found to occur in all crystals examined from
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Fig. 5. Contour map of As conc€ntation(ppm) from an
SXRFMA areasc:rnover the topaz(l l0) hillock shownin Fig.
A is belowthe l0-ppm contour,B and B' aregen2. Subsector
erallywithin the contoursof 10-20ppm, andmostof C is >40
theA-B' subsector
ppm.An oxideinclusionsomewhatobscures
boundary.
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Fig. 4. SXRFMA data for As, Fe, and Ti are shownfor two
beneathvicinal
line scans.Line scan40 traverseslhe subsectors
facesA and B', and 43 traversesfrom B into C (seeFig. 2).
InclusionsaremarkedI.
boundaries.
Dashedlinesaresubsector
this location. Hillock morphologies on { I l0} range from
nearly squareto elongateparallel to c and vary in vicinal
face slope (from 0.1 to 1.0") and degreeof curvature of
vicinal face A (from nearly straight to semicircular).This
diversity likely results from slight differencesin the crystallization environment (temperature,pressure,and fluid
composition).All hillocks on all {ll0} facesof a given
crystal possessidentical morphologies. CL was also observedto vary slightly in intensity, but not in pattern. All
samples analyzedby SXRFMA showed the same trends
of trace element concentration, but absolute concentrations varied, as did the degree of partitioning between
subsectors.For example, differencesin As concentration
between the subsectorsC and A range from 2:l to 9:l in
different crystals, but C is always the most enriched in
As. None of the crystals were found to be completely
unzoned. Similar zoning patterns were observed in several of the Utah samples.
Other forms
Three other forms display some degree of compositional zoning associatedwith spiral growth hillocks, but
they are much lessdevelopedthan { I l0}. Completecharacterization ofeach is beyond the scopeofthis paper, but
the observed CL and compositional differencesare sim-

ilar to those for {l l0}. The {010} surfacesfeaturerectangularhillocks with straightSrowth stepsparallel to [100]
and [001]. Mirrors perpendicularto a and c relate opposing vicinal faces. Compositional differencesbetween
the two pairs of subsectors,designated E and F, were
found to be nearly 8:l for As (Fig. 6) and smaller, but
significant,for Fe (1.4:l), Ti (1.2:l), and Ga (1.4:l). The
(010) section analyzedshowed a significant differencefor
Ga not seenin the { I l0} Srowth sector; Ge concentration
showed no measurabledifferences.In contrast to observations on {l l0}, the vicinal faceswith the steeperslope
(F) are not enriched in Fe and As.
The { I I I } form displays hillocks with four nonequivalent vicinal faces.Stepsare significantly curved on two
adjacent vicinal faces.Observed differencesin trace element concentrationsamong the four subsectors,R, S, T,
and U, were small: 1.2:l for Ti, l.l:l for Fe, and 1.3:l
for As (Fig. 7). Ga and Ge did not show significant differencesin concentration within the (l I l) sector.In most
cases,{001} facesfeatured only rounded hillocks. A few
samplesshow six-sidedpolygonizedhillocks. Four equivalent vicinal faces with growth steps parallel to (ll0)
differ in CL character from two vicinal facesdefined by
stepsparallel to (010).
CL of sections through several topaz crystals also indicated complex sectoralzoning. Sections0.5-2 mm thick
and bulk crystal sectors were examined by SXRFMA'
Unfortunately, uncertainties of trace element concentrations determined in this manner are greater becauseof
variations in sample thickness and superimposedintrasectoralzoning. Points were analyzedin time-equivalent
growth zones (i.e., within a continuous concentric band)
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of severalsectors(Table 2). Ti concentrationsrangedfrom
7 6 p p m i n t h e { l l 0 } s e c t o rt o 2 9 5 p p m i n { l l 2 } , F e
rangedfrom 134ppm in {021} to 305 ppm in {l0l}, and
A s r a n g e df r o m 5 p p m i n { l l 0 } t o 5 1 3 p p m i n { l l 2 } .
Differences in Ga and Ge may also be significant. In addition, Nb was found to be presentin significant concentrations in only two sectors:9 ppm in {010} and 46 ppm
in {001}.
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and
arenot shown.Precisionis within the sizeof the symbols.

intrasectoral zoning patterns are seento crosscutconcentric zonation. Furthermore, the patterns strictly obey surThe observations reported here demonstrate that imface symmetry constraints. These observations, as disportant differencesexist in both the kinetic and the in- cussed below, present substantial evidence that the
corporation behavior of structurally distinct surfaceson detailed surfacegrowth stepstructure exertsa strong, funtopaz during crystal growth. Kinetic differencesare ex- damental influence on both incorporation and growth.
pressedby the anisotropy in slope and step curvature of
All surfacesmust have experiencedessentiallyidentical
vicinal faces ofthe polygonized growth hillocks. Surface conditions during growth, so the observed effects result
microtopography, cathodoluminescence,and trace ele- from structural differencesof the surfacesthemselves.It
ment concentrations in time-equivalent regions are di- is possible that differencesin fluid trace-elementconcenrectly correlated, indicating that differential incorpora- trations may be formed in the near-surfaceenvironment
tion occurred during crystal growth. Sectoral and of the growing crystal, but such an effect would only be
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TAELE2, Average SXRFMA results for topaz crystal MX-200, showing sectoral zoning
Growth sector
Ti (ppm)
Fe (ppm)
Ga (ppm)
Gp (ppm)
As (ppm)
Nb (ppm)

{110}
76(4)
189(8)
11(2)

3s(3)
s(1)
2(3)

{120}
110(s)
268(11)
't1(21
35(3)
14(1)
5(5)

{010}
86(4)
171171
8(2)
33(3)
13(1)

s(3)

{021}
114(5)
134(5)
8(2)
32(3)
56(1)
3(3)

{101}

{111}

1112)

152(8)
30s(12)
14{3)
27(3)
2s8(3)
2(3)

169(8)
18s(7)
12(21
25(3)
124('tl
3(3)

295(15)
166(6)
11(2)
25(3)
513(5)

q3)

{001}
199(10)
261(10)
14(3)
30(3)
129(2)
46(3)

Note.'the {011} growth sector is not represented in this sample; however, by analogy to other samples analyzed, it would have the following
approximate compolition, relative to the above values: Ti, 90 ppm; Fe, 150; Ga, 9; Ge, 15; As, 20; and Nb' <3.

an expressionof the internal crystal structure truncated
by appropriate microtopography. Although some degree
of surfacereconstruction or relaxation may occur during
growth and could influence kink-site geometry, our findings indicate that such processesdo not afect the symmetry of hillocks or trace element incorporation patterns:
Differences in kinetic behavior of growth steps
all observations are consistent with face (plane group)
The slope of a vicinal face is an expressionof growth symmetry. Reconstruction or relaxation processesthemkinetics and reflects lateral growh rate (step-spreading selves would be strongly influenced by the bulk crystal
rate), step height, and interstep spacing.Relative spread- structureand symmetry.
ing rates of steps migrating in different directions deterincorporation of trace elements
mine growth hillock morphology, analogousto the con- Differences in
Trace element compositional differencesbetween subtrol of crystal morphologyby relative gowth ratesof faces.
The vicinal face slope differs for each of the three non- sectorsthat formed simultaneouslyon the topaz {ll0}
equivalent step orientations on topaz {ll0}, indicating surface are exactly correlated to the regions with prethat lateral growth rate was not the same acrossthe sur- sumed differencesin kink-site structure describedabove.
face at a given time. Such differencesmust result from Furthermore, all surface regions that are constrained by
physical differencesof the growth steps. Since incorpo- surfacesymmetry to have equivalent kink-site structures
ration of material occurs primarily at kink sites within (i.e., vicinal facesthat are equivalent) are representedby
growth steps,it follows that the properties of these kink subsectorspossessingidentical composition. In this regard, topaz and calcite show strong similarities. In calcite
sites are ultimately responsiblefor the differencesin ki(Paquette
and Reeder, 1990; Staudt et al., 1994), a cotnetic behavior.
The degreeof curvature of the stepsalso varies system- relation has been established between the detailed geatically. Complementary to lateral growth rate, the cur- ometry and coordination of modeled kink sites and the
vature of growth steps reflects the tendency for steps to relative affinities for specific trace elements' However,
become aligned with directions of strong bonding in the thesespecificsite differencesin topaz are not yet resolved.
It is important to note that the observedtrace elements
structure. Step curvature representsan increaseddensity
of kink sites relative to that in straight step segments. are each differentiated in a specific manner rather than
Interestingly,the largestdifferencesin both slopeand cur- all being enriched or depleted in any given subsector.
vature occur between vicinal faces A and C, both com- With respectto intrasectoralzoning on { 110} and {010}'
posedof growth stepsnominally parallel to [001] but that Fe and As show diferentiation opposite to Ti, whereas
advance in opposite directions. In addition, the degrees on {lll}, Ti and Fe have similar distributions but opof hillock development and of step curvature differ on posite to that of As. Furthermore, not all elementsshow
nonequivalent forms on a single crystal. These observa- differential incorporation on all forms displaying intrations indicate that optimal growth conditions for the for- sectoral zoning. Such chemical selectivity is additional
mation of perfectly polygonized hillocks vary with sur- evidencefor significant differencesin incorporation sites.
face structure and are not the samefor all forms present. Both the incorporation differencesand the kinetic differencesare apparently independent, primary effectsdue to
In the topaz crystalsexamined,vicinal faceson {ll0},
surfacestructure. For example, there are no obvious corl
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{lll}
{001}, {010},
growth-step orientations, each with its own particular ki- relations between vicinal face slope (or curvature) and
netic characteristics.In all cases,on a given surface,sym- trace element concentrations, either in bulk or individmetrically equivalent growth-step orientations be- ual elements.
As crystal facesadvanced during growth, the microtohave similarly.
Strict adherenceof such behavior to all face symmetry pographicallyconstrainedincorporation patterns resulted
operators further indicates that kinetic and mechanistic in subsectorsthat are compositionally distinct. Thesecan
properties are controlled by detailed surface structure and, only have been formed during growth, as any later proto a reasonablefirst approximation, surface structure is cessessuch as diffusion would destroy the intricate com-

produced by differential incorporation. Any such local
differencesin the fluid composition would tend to oppose, rather than induce, the observed zoning patterns.
Also, it seemsunlikely that significant diffusion gradients
are sustainedduring vapor-growth at high temperatures.
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Fig.8. Thet6rAlcoordinationpolyhedron.
BoldlinesareO-O
edgessharedwith adjacentoctahedra;solid circlesrepresentF
atoms,and opencirclesare O atoms.Al in the centeris not
shown.
positional heterogeneities.Even at the relatively high
temperatures during and immediately after formation,
trace element diffusion in topaz does not appear to have
affectedthe observedsharply definedzoning patterns.The
uniformity of CL and of most trace element concentrations within subsectorsindicates that trace elements are
incorporated into crystallographic sites rather than concentrated in defects,inclusions, or a surfacelayer.
Surficial expressionsof crystallographic sites
Topaz is orthorhombic, with space group Pbnm. lts
structure(Alston and West, 1928; Pauling, 1928; Ribbe
and Gibbs, 1971)consistsofconvoluted chainsofedgesharing t6tAl polyhedra linked by isolated silicate tetrahedra, a configuration similar to the aluminosilicate polymorphs (kyanite, andalusite,and sillimanite), zoisite, and
staurolite. A review of topaz structure and chemistry is
given by Ribbe (1980). Becausethe topaz structure is
based on a dense packing of anions and has little room
for interstitial substitution, trace elements reported in
these crystals probably substitute for Si or Al, although
the specific sites have not been determined conclusively.
On the basisof size consideration,Fe3+,Ga3+,and Mn3+

are expected to replace 161A13+,
and Ge4+ is expectedto
replaceI41Si4+.
Ti4+ is too large for the Si tetrahedron and
probably substitutes for t61Al3+,with charge compensation by 02- for F-. Nb5+ is larger than Ti4* and should
also replaceAl3*, perhapswith a coupled substitution of
2O'- for 2F-.
The structural location and valence state of As, which
shows the largest differences in incorporation, are less
predictable.Little work has beendone on the substitution
of As into silicates.As5+ may replace t4lsi4+,with charge
balance accommodated on an adjacent I6rAlsite. Substitution of As3+for t6lAl3+is also possible.SinceAs3+has
a lone pair ofelectrons, its presencein an octahedral site
could play a role in CL activation. Yellow CL is most
strongly correlated to As concentration, although As has
not been previously reported as a CL activator, and other
causesfor luminescenceare possible. Cl-activation relationships in natural crystalsare inherently complex. The
observedluminescencein topaz has not been specifically
investigated to our knowledge, nor have the activators
responsiblebeen identified.
At the growing surface, each crystallographic site can
presentdiferent surface-siteconfigurations,dependingon
the orientation of the surface,the orientation of growth
steps, their detailed structure, and the location and orientation of the site. This is especially important for the
Al octahedron. This coordination polyhedron (Fig. 8)
consists of two adjacent F atoms and two O-O edges
sharedwith neighboring octahedra.In the bulk structure,
the Al-F distances(1.8 A) are shorter than the Al-O distances (1.9 A), and the shared O-O edges(2.5 A) are
shorter than the unshared edges(2.8 A;. fne result is a
highly distorted octahedron, which can present a variety
of siteswith different coordination and geometryexposed
at the surface.
Such differences as are possible for Al surface sites
should strongly influence trace element incorporation.
Impurity ions may be directly discriminated by site geometry and coordination on the basis of size and charge.
For elementsrequiring a coupled substitution for charge
balance, incorporation may be grcatest where both substitution sites are oriented favorably on the surface. In
addition, ions that are present as fluoride complexes(as
is common for As) or oxide complexes(as is common for
Nb) may be differentiated on the basis of their fluid species. The orientation of the two F sites in the octahedral
coordination polyhedron with respectto the exposedkinksite structure could have a profound effect on As incorporation. Careful modeling of surfaceconfigurations can
be used to addressthe behavior ofspecific trace elements
in light ofthe above processes.
The Si tetrahedron is much more symmetric, located
on the mirror plane, and probably has a more limited
variety of surficial expressions.Most likely as a result of
this lack of surface-sitediversity, the smallest extent of
differential incorporation of the trace elements studied
here involves Ge substitution for Si.
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Geochemicalimplications
We have shown that distinct regions having nonequivalent surface structures differ in Erowth characteristics and
in trace element incorporation, whereas regions with
structures related by surface symmetry behave similarly
in all respects.This work supports the conclusionsdrawn
from calcite (Paquetteand Reeder, I 990) that nonequivalent surficial expressions(suchas kink siteswithin growh
steps)of crystallographic sites that are equivalent in the
bulk are responsiblefor the described effects.The effective D value for a trace element is then a function of
crystal surfacestructure. Measured bulk-distribution coefficients for crystals formed from a given fluid composition under similar conditions may vary with crystal
morphology, growth mechanism, growth hillock morphology, and crystal region sampled.With respectto sectoral zoning, bulk composition will be dominated by that
of the dominant efowth sector(the dominant crystalform).
With regard to intrasectoral zoning resulting from spiral
growth, the composition of a sectordependson the morphology and placement of surface growth hillocks, i.e.,
the relative dominance of vicinal faces.Geochemical investigationsutilizing element distributions should therefore consider the arrangement of sectors and subsectors
within a single crystal before drawing conclusionsfrom a
bulk D. As our ability to detect trace elementsimproves,
closer examination reveals ever-greatercomplexity.
The concept of the nonequivalent surficial representation of crystallographic sites that are equivalent in the
bulk also lends itselfto ordering processes.Although the
compositionally zoned samples used in this study have
low OH content and show no evidence ofordering, it is
important to addressthe relationship betweendifferential
incorporation and ordering. Ordering of OH and F in
topaz is believed to be responsiblefor anomalous optical
properties (Akizuki et al., 1979).In many OH-rich topaz
crystals, optical properties differ sharply between nonequivalent growth sectorsto produce an optical form of
sectoralzoning. Parise et al. (1980), utilizing single-crystal neutron diffraction, verified OH and F ordering in
optically anomalousgowth sectors.Akizuki et al. (1979)
concluded that specific planar surfaceorientations allow
sites that are crystallographically equivalent to appear
nonequivalent during growth, resulting in ordering in those
sectors.A more detailedinvestigationof surfacekink sites
should relate this ordering mechanism to the processes
responsiblefor differential incorporation.
This study documents a small part of the complexities
of trace element incorporation in topaz, yet it has implications for trace element geochemistryin general.Preliminary examination of topaz from a wide variety of igneous, metamorphic, and hydrothermal regimesrevealedat
least some differential incorporation in nearly all samples. Intrasectoral zoning has also been observed in apatite (Rakovan and Reeder, 1994) and zoisite (Northrup
and Rakovan, personal communication). Intrasectoral
zoning can theoretically exist wherever symmetrically
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nonequivalent growth-step orientations are produced
during crystal growth. It is usually associatedwith, but
not limited to, growth by the spiral mechanism.It would
not be surprising to find that differential incorporation
resulting from surface-site selectivity is indeed commonplace.
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